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Who we are

Â ACCUÂ Translations is a leader in multilingual translation and Global Information Management. With
over 35 years of translation experience and an extremely thorough Quality Assurance Process, we
are experts when it comes to extending a brandâ€™s reach and taking advantage of global revenue
opportunities. We offer translation services in over 50 languages, including French translation,
Spanish translation, and German translation. As a leading translation agency, we have serviced
some of the worldâ€™s largest organizations including Walt Disney, GE, Lockheed Martin and other
primes offering services to the Canadian Department of National Defense.

Â 

What we do

Â 

We offer translation, localization, website globalization, machine translation and post-editing as well
as language solutions such as Advanced Translation Project Management and Consulting,
Multilingual SEO, Translation Accuracy Check (TAC) and Linguistic Asset Management

Â We donâ€™t simply translate your message and branding word for word we localize it or which means
to adapt it according to its local culture. We understand that the same marketing material cannot be
used universally. Different communities have different beliefs, partake in different cultures, and use
different colloquialisms and terminology. AtÂ ACCUÂ Translations, we work with you very closely so
we can understand your brand. Understanding your goals as well as local terminology helps make
the translation process a much smoother process. When our experts translate your organizationâ€™s
material, they may make some slight adaptations in order to appeal to a specific locale. In sum, we
deliver your message to your audience in a language that they can understand.

Â 

ACCUÂ has embraced the most modern translation technologies to provide a speedy and accurate
product to its customer. Our Post-Editing, or Mega-Content Translation process, can help you meet
all of your business translations needs in a timely and inexpensive manner. First, our Machine
Translation technology creates a translation template. Then, our Post-Editing team reviews the
template and makes any necessary adjustments. This process can be much more efficient than
traditional translation methods if you are looking for good-enough translation quality.

Â Why chooseÂ ACCU?

Â 

AtÂ ACCUÂ Translations, we value your business. We work closely with all of our clients to gain an in-
depth understanding of their values and goals. Our incredible attention to detail and extensive
knowledge of translation standards and guidelines make us a leader in the world of multilingual
translation.Â ACCUÂ is one of a few translation firms with the ISO 9001:2008 certificationâ€”the
internationally recognized standards for Quality Management Systems. In addition, we are
compliant with the American Standard Guide for Quality Assurance in Translation, ASTM F 2575-
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06. Our unique approach to translation, which takes advantage of the latest in translation
technology, can reduce your internal multilingual management costs by more than 25%.

Â 

Want to learn more aboutÂ ACCUÂ Translations? Visit us online atÂ http://www.accutranslation.com/.
To keep up with all of the latest information fromÂ ACCU, you can â€˜Likeâ€™ our Facebook page
(AccuÂ Translations) and follow us on Twitter (@ACCU_Trans).
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Robert Vadra - About Author:
ACCU Translations is a leader in Global Information Management.  Our expertise has assisted
Fortune 1000 and Fortune 500 companies such as Walt Disney, Raytheon, Comsys, Lockheed
Martin, The Department of Defense and GE, to meet production deadlines, expand the reach of
their brands worldwide and capture global revenue opportunities. We offer translation like a French
Translation, a Technical Translation and many other translations.
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